
Give the benefit of MDLIVE
Everyone should have a virtual care doctor. MDLIVE delivers on this promise 
in an employee benefit that your staff will use, appreciate, and recommend 
to their peers. Virtual care is good for your employees’ peace of mind – 
and good for your business, as it helps you avoid exorbitant and unnecessary
urgent care and ER charges. Contact us today to learn how you can enhance
the value of your healthcare benefits package with MDLIVE.

It’s cold and flu season again, and it seems like half your 
workforce has called in sick or requested time off for a doctor’s 
appointment. With lost productivity — plus the cost of hiring 
temps to fill in while your employees recuperate or wait for 
hours in a doctor’s waiting room — your business is losing 
money fast. Even if your employees wait until after work to seek 
care, the company’s healthcare costs can skyrocket if they’re 
using an urgent care center or ER for non-emergencies because 
their primary care doctor’s office is closed. 

Help employees skip the waiting room instead of skipping work.  
Provide quality care faster — anywhere, anytime — while you 
lower healthcare costs for your business. It’s all possible when 
you give your employees the virtual care benefit of MDLIVE. 

“Easy. Convenient. Cost-effective. It’s a win-win 
for both employees and employers.”

While not intended to replace a primary care doctor, MDLIVE 
gives your employees the added benefit of 24/7 patient-
centric healthcare that works around their professional and 
personal schedules — so they miss fewer workdays and are 
less likely to use more costly urgent care centers or the ER for 
non-critical conditions.

Lowering healthcare 
costs for employers.
Improving care for employees. 

Satisfied employees. Excellent ROI.

Employers who offer MDLIVE report:

97%   employee satisfaction rating

97%  patient issues resolved

< 10   minutes average wait time

97%  would recommend MDLIVE

MDLIVE at a glance
n The nation’s largest virtual care network
n State-licensed, board-certified physicians averaging

15 years of practice experience
n More than 22 million members
n < 10 minutes average wait time
n NCQA certified/accredited and follows URAC

guidelines for quality care

Copyright © 2017 MDLIVE Inc. All Rights Reserved. MDLIVE does not replace the primary care physician and is not an insurance product. MDLIVE may not be available in certain states and is 
subject to state regulations. MDLIVE does not prescribe DEA controlled substances and may not prescribe non-therapeutic drugs and certain other drugs which may be harmful because of their 
potential for abuse. MDLIVE does not guarantee patients will receive a prescription. Healthcare professionals using the platform have the right to deny care if based on professional judgment a 
case is inappropriate for telehealth or for misuse of services. MDLIVE and the MDLIVE logo are registered trademarks of MDLIVE, Inc. and may not be used without written permission.  
V.041217 MCR-311

MDLIVE marketing support
Great doctors. Great results. MDLIVE will 
help ensure that your employees understand
the concept of virtual care, when and how
to use MDLIVE, and the value of this benefit 
to themselves and their families. To help you
maximize awareness and utilization,
MDLIVE supports employers and their
employees with: 

n MDLIVE engagement materials on how
to use MDLIVE and promote the value of 
virtual care services. Customize materials 
with your company logo, company specific 
URL, and phone number. We provide 
marketing support in all formats and 
mediums, including flyers, posters, blogs,
articles, digital banners, content blocks, 
how-to videos, and more.

• Ongoing content in various mediums to 
support educational campaigns to sustain
employee awareness of MDLIVE and 
healthy living.

855-306-1099
www.44n.com
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n Acne
n Allergies
n Cold / Flu
n Constipation
n Cough
n Diarrhea

n Ear problems
n Fever
n Headache
n Insect bites
n Nausea / Vomiting
n Pink eye

n Rash
n Respiratory problems
n Sore throats
n Urinary problems / UTI
n Vaginitis
n And more

Your life is 24/7.  Now your doctor is too.
MDLIVE is a leading HIPAA and PHI-compliant virtual care solution that provides your 
employees with anytime access to board-certified doctors, and pediatricians, from where it’s 
most convenient for them — home, office, or on the go. After registering, on average in under 
10 minutes, they can have a virtual consult to diagnose non-emergency medical issues over the 
phone or through secure video on their computer, phone, or the MDLIVE mobile app. When a 
medical condition calls for a prescription, MDLIVE doctors can send an e-prescription straight 
to the patient’s local pharmacy of choice (restrictions apply).

Medical conditions 

Everybody wins
Easy. Convenient. Cost-effective. It’s a win-win for both
employees and employers. MDLIVE is transforming 
healthcare by providing virtual care services that benefit
both employers and employees when offered as part of a
company healthcare benefits package: ER Visit $1,200

$45 $1,155 SavingsMDLIVE

$45

$190
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Specialist
MDLIVE

$45

$160

$115 Savings

Urgent Care
MDLIVE

$45

$130

$85 Savings

PCP Visit
MDLIVE

How much can your company save?

Lower healthcare costs – At just around $45 
per virtual consultation, MDLIVE is a low cost
alternative to $130 doctor visits, $160 urgent 
care visits, and $1,200 ER visits.

Decreased absenteeism and increased 
productivity – Employees no longer have to
miss an entire morning, afternoon, or day of
work, to see a doctor for a routine illness.

Healthy body and mind - MDLIVE makes life 
easier for your employees and saves your
business and employees money, resulting in a 
healthier, happier workforce.

All-New MDLIVE Mobile App 4.0
Makes connecting with a doctor fast, easy, and
convenient—from anywhere.

•  Completely redesigned user interface
•  Native iOS / Android navigation
•  Compatible with video platforms
•  White-label available

MDLIVE’s WebRTC Video Solution 
MDLIVEConnect enables doctors and patients to communicate 
without downloading third-party video applications.

• Better customer experience
• Decreased wait times
• Increased return visits and overall video usage
• Improved physician/patient engagement
• Ability to support WebRTC video use cases in hospital settings

MDLIVEConnect
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Great doctors. Great results. MDLIVE will help ensure that your employees understand the concept of virtual care, when and how to 
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n MDLIVE engagement materials on how to use MDLIVE and promote the value of virtual care services. Customize materials with your
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